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Abstract: Combined rejected and naturally available heat constitute an enormous energy resource
that remains mostly untapped. Thermal energy harvesting can provide a cost-effective and
reliable way to convert available heat into mechanical motion or electricity. This extensive review
analyzes the literature covering broad topical areas under solid-state low temperature thermal
energy harvesting. These topics include thermoelectricity, pyroelectricity, thermomagneticity,
and thermoelasticity. For each topical area, a detailed discussion is provided comprising of basic
physics, working principle, performance characteristics, state-of-the-art materials, and current
generation devices. Technical advancements reported in the literature are utilized to analyze the
performance, identify the challenges, and provide guidance for material and mechanism selection.
The review provides a detailed analysis of advantages and disadvantages of each energy harvesting
mechanism, which will provide guidance towards designing a hybrid thermal energy harvester that
can overcome various limitations of the individual mechanism.
Keywords: thermoelectric; pyroelectric; thermomagnetic; thermoelastic

1. Introduction
The ever-growing energy demand, escalating energy prices, and environmental concerns such as
global warming compel us to look for cleaner and more sustainable energy sources. Thermal energy
harvesting is a promising method for capturing freely available heat and converting it to a more usable
form, such as mechanical or electrical energy. The ‘free’ heat is available to us primarily in two forms:
waste heat and nature heat. It has been reported that more than half of the energy produced from
various renewable and non-renewable resources worldwide is rejected to the environment, mostly in
the form of waste heat [1]. In addition, natural resources such as geothermal heat, volcanic heat,
and solar heat are the enormous energy resources that remain untapped. Plenty of such thermal energy
reserves exist all over the world, which release thousands of joules of energy every second into the
ambient atmosphere [2]. Unarguably, a cost-effective method for recovering waste heat and utilizing
natural heat to generate electricity can revolutionize the production of renewable energy. Table 1 shows
some of the major waste heat sources along with the temperature range. Based upon the temperature,
heat is usually classified into three categories: high-grade (1200 ◦ F/649 ◦ C and higher), medium-grade
(450 ◦ F/232 ◦ C to 1200 ◦ F/649 ◦ C), and low-grade (450 ◦ F/232 ◦ C and lower) [3]. Normally high and
medium grade heat is easy to recover; whereas low-grade waste heat, which constitutes more than
50% of the total waste heat, is unfortunately the most difficult to recover [3]. Considering hot and
cold reservoirs at 232 ◦ C and 25 ◦ C respectively, it can be calculated that the Carnot efficiency of a
low-grade heat recovery engine cannot be more than 41%. The Carnot efficiency decreases to 24%
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when the operating temperature is between 150 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C. Such low efficiency makes the recovery
process economically unviable using traditional power cycles.
Table 1. Major waste heat sources and their temperature range [4].
Temp Range

High
>1200 ◦ F
(>650 ◦ C)

Medium
450–1200 ◦ F
(230–650 ◦ C)

Low
<450 ◦ C
(<230 ◦ C)

Source

Temp (◦ C)

Nickel refining furnace

1370–1650

Steel electric arc furnace

1370–1650

Basic oxygen furnace

1200

Aluminum reverberatory furnace

1100–1200

Copper refining furnace

760–820

Steel heating furnace

930–1040

Copper reverberatory furnace

900–1090

Hydrogen plants

650–980

Fume incinerators

650–1430

Glass melting furnace

1300–1540

Coke oven

650–1000

Iron cupola

820–980

Steam boiler exhaust

230–480

Gas turbine exhaust

370–540

Reciprocating engine exhaust

320–590

Heat treating furnace

430–650

Drying & baking ovens

230–590

Cement kiln

450–620

Exhaust gases exiting recovery
devices in gasfired boilers,
ethylene furnaces, etc.

70–230

Process steam condensate

50–90

Cooling water from:

-

furnace doors

30–50

annealing furnaces

70–230

air compressors

30–50

internal combustion

70–120

engines: air conditioning and
air conditioning and

30–40

Drying, baking, and curing ovens

90–230

Hot processed liquids/solids

30–230

Advantages

•
•

•
•

•

•

Highquality energy
Available for a diverse
range of enduses
with varying
temperature requirements
Highefficiency
power generation
High heat transfer rate
per unit area

More compatible
with heat
exchanger materials
Practical for
power generation

Disadvantages/Barriers

•

•

-

•
•

Large quantities of low
temperature heat
contained in numerous
product streams

High temperature creates
increased thermal
stresses on heat
exchange materials
Increased chemical
activity/corrosion

•
•

Few end uses for low
temperature heat
Lowefficiency
power generation
For combustion exhausts,
lowtemperature heat
recovery is impractical
due to acidic
condensation and heat
exchanger corrosion

Steam Rankine cycle based power plants are currently the most common technology used to
obtain work from heat. Steam Rankine cycle is simple to implement as heat is utilized to generate
steam, which is eventually used to drive steam turbine. The traditional steam Rankine cycle has
been recommended as the most efficient option for high- and medium-grade waste heat recovery [5].
For low-grade heat recovery, however, steam Rankine cycles are not cost-effective, as low-pressure and
low-temperature steam requires bulkier equipment and produces water condensates on turbine blades
causing the erosion [3]. For medium-to-low temperature operation, Rankine cycle requires a working
fluid that has a lower boiling point than water. Examples of such fluids include silicon oil, propane,
haloalkanes, isopentane, isobutane, pxylene, and toluene [3]. As it can be noticed, most of these fluids
are organic compounds and therefore the modified thermodynamic cycle is traditionally referred to
as the Organic Rankine cycle (ORC). The working principle of ORC is the same as the traditional
Rankine cycle, except it utilizes organic fluids instead of steam. Compared with the steam Rankine
cycle, ORC usually has simple structure, high reliability, and low maintenance cost, since its uses
organic fluids having low boiling temperatures [6,7]. ORC has been proposed for waste heat recovery
from a variety of areas including geothermal [8,9], solar [10,11], gas turbine [12], and combustion
engines [13,14]. However, ORC presents several challenges and the most important one is finding a
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suitable organic fluid. Studies have shown that there is no single working fluid that is optimal for
all ORC applications [15]. In addition, the overall efficiency of ORC based power plant has been
reported to be in the range of 10–20%, which is much lower than the efficiency (30–40%) of the
high temperature steam Rankine cycle [3]. Another alternative for a medium-to-low temperature
heat source is the Kalina cycle. Unlike the steam and organic Rankine cycles that employ a single
fluid, the Kalina cycle uses a binary fluid (i.e., solution of two fluids with different boiling points,
such as ammonia and water) as the working fluid. The temperature of a singlefluid system remains
constant during boiling and condensation. In contrast, the temperature of a binary mixture system
(containing two fluids of different boiling point) increases during evaporation. This allows binary
fluid to obtain a better thermal matching with the heat source in the evaporator and with the cooling
medium in the condenser [3], enabling the Kalina cycle to achieve energy conversion efficiency close
to the efficiency of the steam Rankine cycle [16]. The Kalina cycle, however, has some drawbacks.
First, the Kalina cycle requires a complicated plant scheme [17]. Second, high vapor fraction in the
boiler results in low heat transfer coefficients, and thus a large heat exchanger is required. The other
drawback of the Kalina cycle is a relatively higher corrosion rate. Impurities such as air or carbon
dioxide in liquid ammonia cause stress corrosion cracking in fluid carrying mild-steel hydraulic pipes.
Ammonia is also highly corrosive towards copper and zinc [18]. Lastly, the Kalina cycle is a proprietary
technology. All first generation global patents related to the Kalina cycle processes are owned by
Wasabi Energy [19] and Kalex LLC owns licensing the rights for deploying the second generation
Kalina cycle [20]. Considering these limitations and the practical challenges, the Kalina cycle is not
always justifiable, especially for small-scale low-grade heat recovery [21].
In the last few decades, immense efforts have been made to explore and develop alternative
technologies to capture low-grade heat. The low-grade thermal energy harvesting technologies
are currently based upon the thermoelectric, pyroelectric, thermomagnetic, and thermoelastic effect
(Figure 1). Among these, thermoelectric energy harvesting is the most popular and studied technology.
Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are based upon the Seebeck effect and they generate direct current
in response to thermal gradients. Pyroelectric, thermomagnetic, and thermoelastic energy harvesting
methods are also old concepts, but practical developments in these fields has been quite sluggish
in comparison to thermoelectric devices, primarily because of their requirement of temperature
fluctuation. Electric, magnetic, or elastic properties of certain materials change due to fluctuation in
temperature, and this phenomenon is used to produce mechanical or electrical work.
There are several advantages in using thermal energy harvesters over traditional heat engines.
The thermal energy harvesters incur minimal operational cost as they utilize freely available thermal
energy such as waste heat and natural heat and convert it in to useful work. In comparison to traditional
heat engines, thermal energy harvesters operate at low temperature and therefore have suitability for
applications such as powering sensor nodes. Thermal energy harvesters are solid-state devices, do not
produce harmful discharge, and have very low maintenance cost. They possess low energy conversion
efficiency, typically 1–10%, but are self-sustainable, which makes them suitable for providing power in
remote or hard-to–reach areas. The reliability of these devices can be understood from the fact that
NASA uses Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) for powering the spacecraft. One of the
available report states that RTGs have been used for a total combined time of over 300 years, and a not
a single thermocouple has ever ceased producing power [22].
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Figure 1. Relevant thermal energy harvesting technologies: thermoelectricity, pyroelectricity,
Figure 1. Relevant thermal energy harvesting technologies: thermoelectricity, pyroelectricity,
thermomagneticity, and thermoelasticity. Thermal energy harvesters are solid-state devices
thermomagneticity, and thermoelasticity. Thermal energy harvesters are solid-state devices that do not
that do not require any fuel and do not produce harmful discharge.
require any fuel and do not produce harmful discharge.
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Thermoelectric (TE) effect is the resultant of four different phenomena: Joule heating,
Thermoelectric (TE) effect is the resultant of four different phenomena: Joule heating,
Seebeck effect, Peltier effect, and Thomson effect [23]. Joule heating, also termed as resistive
Seebeck effect, Peltier effect, and Thomson effect [23]. Joule heating, also termed as resistive heating,
heating, occurs when an electric current flows through an electrical conductor. Joule or
occurs when an electric current flows through an electrical conductor. Joule or resistive heat is directly
resistive heat is directly proportional to square of the current and the electrical resistance of
proportional to square of the current and the electrical resistance of the conductor. The other three
the conductor. The other three effects are described in the following sections.
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2.2. Peltier Effect
2.2. Peltier Effect
The Peltier effect is reverse of the Seebeck effect and was first observed by Jean Charles Athanase
The Peltier effect is reverse of the Seebeck effect and was first observed by Jean Charles
Peltier in 1834. The Peltier effect results in cooling or heating at the junction of two dissimilar
Athanase Peltier in 1834. The Peltier effect results in cooling or heating at the junction of two
thermoelectric (TE) materials when an electric current is passed through the junction (Figure 3b).
dissimilar thermoelectric (TE) materials when an electric current is passed through the
The magnitude of Peltier heat is directly proportional to the current but its sign (cooling or heating
junction (Figure 3b). The magnitude of Peltier heat is directly proportional to the current but
effect) depends on the direction of the electric current. The rate of evolved or absorbed heat, q,
its sign (cooling or heating effect) depends on the direction of the electric current. The rate of
is directly proportional to the electric current in the circuit and is given as [26]:
evolved or absorbed heat, , is directly proportional to the electric current in the circuit and is
given as [26]:
q = (π − π ) I
(3)
a

b
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2.3. Thomson Effect
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= s is a spatial coordinate.
where τ is defined as the Thomson coefficient and
where is defined as the Thomson coefficient and s is a spatial coordinate.
It is important to note that the Seebeck and Peltier effects occur with a thermocouple,
whereas Thomson effect exists for a single conductor. In addition, Seebeck coefficient, ,
Peltier coefficient, , and Thomson coefficient, , are related using Kelvin relations [23]:
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It is important to note that the Seebeck and Peltier effects occur with a thermocouple,
whereas Thomson effect exists for a single conductor. In addition, Seebeck coefficient, α, Peltier coefficient,
π, and Thomson coefficient, µ, are related using Kelvin relations [23]:
π ab = α ab T

(5)

dα ab
dT

(6)

π ab = π a − πb

(7)

τa − τb = T
where α ab = α a − αb and

2.4. Working Principle
A combination of one p-type and one n-type semiconductor material in rigid form, such as pellets,
connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel forms a thermocouple. As shown in Figure 4a,
thermocouples are usually π-shaped. The two pellets making the thermocouple are called the legs
of the thermocouple. Figure 4b, shows the thermocouple’s operation in power generation mode.
The thermocouple is connected to an external electric circuit and a thermal gradient is applied across
the two sides. The p-type semiconducting leg is dominated by holes as a charge carrier, whereas the
n-type semiconducting leg has electrons as a majority carrier. As indicated in Figure 4b, holes and
electrons travel from the hot side to the cold side in p-type and n-type legs, respectively, resulting in
an electric current flowing in the external circuit from the p-type leg to the n-type leg. Though it is not
the focus of this paper, the working mechanism of a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) is shown in Figure 4c.
A voltage source is connected across the two free ends of the thermocouple. The external electric
current forces the charge carriers to carry heat from the cold-side to the hot-side, as shown in Figure 4c.
Figure 4d depicts key components of a thermoelectric generator (TEG) module. A TEG consists of
several thermocouples connected together using conductive metal electrodes. In order to prevent
inter-diffusion between the TE materials and electrode materials and to reduce contact resistance,
diffusion barrier layers of Ti [27], Mo [28], CrSi, or Ni [29] are normally used at the interface [30].
The arrays of thermocouples are then mounted between thin ceramic substrates, such as Al2 O3
(Alumina) and AlN (Aluminum Nitride), to electrically insulate the system.
2.5. Thermoelectric Properties
2.5.1. Figure of Merit
The thermoelectric performance of a given material is normally measured using a dimensionless
figure of merit (ZT), which is defined as [32]:
ZT =

α2 σ
T
k

(8)

where α is Seebeck coefficient, σ is electrical conductivity, k is thermal conductivity, and T is
temperature in Kelvin. A higher ZT value of a TE material implies a higher thermoelectric effect,
which usually leads to better performance by a TE device. Normally, it is expected that a TE material
should have a large Seebeck coefficient, α, high electrical conductivity, σ, and low thermal conductivity,
k. However, the three transport parameters: α, σ, and k are not independent and depend upon a variety
of factors such as band structure and carrier concentration. Figure 5 illustrates the variation of these
parameters with carrier concentration for bismuth telluride, one of the most common TE material [33].
It can be noted that both electrical and thermal conductivities, σ and k, increase with an increase in
carrier concentration. Seebeck coefficient, α, has an opposite trend compared to σ and k. This indicates
that figure of merit, ZT, cannot be improved by continuously increasing the carrier concentration,
rather maximizing ZT requires optimizing α, σ, and k, simultaneously.
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is thermal conductivity, and
where
is temperature in Kelvin. A higher ZT value of a TE material implies a higher thermoelectric
effect, which usually leads to better performance by a TE device. Normally, it is expected that
a TE material should have a large Seebeck coefficient, α, high electrical conductivity, σ, and
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2.5.2. Power Factor
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both these parameters can be combined to define a term called power factor (pf ), which is given
electronic properties; therefore, both these parameters can be combined to define a term called
power factor (pf), which is given as [34]: p f = σα2
(9)

(9)
=
It can be observed from Figure 4 that similar to ZT, the maximum pf occurs at an optimal value
of σ and α. However, pf maximizes at a higher value of carrier concentration than ZT. Assuming the
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single parabolic band and acoustic phonon scattering, the Seebeck coefficient in metals or degenerate
semiconductors is given by [33]:
8π 2 k2B ∗  π  23
α=
m T
(10)
3n
3eh2
where n is the carrier concentration, m∗ is the effective mass of the carrier, k B is the Boltzmann constant,
h is the Planck constant, and e is the elementary charge. It can be noted from Equation (10) that Seebeck
coefficient is inversely proportional to carrier concentration. This implies that insulators, having low
carrier concentration, has a large Seebeck coefficient. The Seebeck coefficient can be further improved
by reducing the carrier concentration. However, it adversely affects electrical conductivity, which is
given as [33]
σ = neµ
(11)
where µ is carrier mobility.
2.5.3. Thermal Conductivity
The total thermal conductivity, k, in a TE material is the resultant of two contributions: (1) carriers:
electrons and holes transporting heat (k e ) and (2) phonons traveling through the lattice (k L ) [35].
k = ke + k L

(12)

The electronic thermal conductivity is directly related to the electrical conductivity through the
Wiedemann–Franz law and it increases with an increase in carrier concentration [33].
k e = LσT = neµLT

(13)

where L is the Lorenz factor for free electrons.
In addition to electrons and holes transporting heat, heat transport in TE materials occurs by way
of elastic vibrations of the lattice, called phonons. This transport mode is determined by the elastic
scattering of acoustic phonons at lattice defects and the value of k L depends on the structure, rigidity,
atomic masses, and other characteristics of the lattice [36]. In order to improve ZT of a TE material,
its k L needs to be reduced.
2.5.4. Improving ZT Value
Thermoelectric effect has been studied for more than a century. Despite many decades of effort, ZT
of the commercialized thermoelectric materials, such as bismuth telluride (Bi2 Te3 ) is still close to unity.
For most bulk materials, electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity are directly related whereas
electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient are inversely related. This makes it very difficult
to increase electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient together while decreasing the thermal
conductivity at the same time. Figure 6 depicts the key historical developments in ZT of TE materials
over the last century [37–39]. Some early attempts in the 1990s resulted in TE materials, such as
Zn4 Sb3 -based materials (375–675 K) and Ce-based filled skutterudite (675–975 K), with ZT value
over one. More recently, few state-of-the-art TE materials reported in the literature are quantum-dot
superlattice with ZT of 3.5 at 575 K by Harman et al. [40], thin film superlattice structure with ZT of 2.4
at 300 K and ZT of 2.9 at 400 K by Venkatasubramanian et al. [41], and lead antimony silver telluride
(AgPbm SbTe2+m ) with ZT of 2.2 at 800 K by Hsu et al. [42]. These improvements in ZT are primarily
due to a reduction in lattice thermal conductivity. There are broadly three approaches to reduce lattice
thermal conductivity:
(1)

Phonon scattering: Any mechanism that scatters phonons more effectively than the electrons
or holes reduces the phonons’ mean free path, and thus enhances the electrical to thermal
conductivity ratio of a TE material. Some of the main scattering mechanisms are scattering of
phonons by phonons, scattering of phonons by grain boundaries, scattering of phonons by lattice
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emission [53], and reduction of phonon thermal conductivity through interface scattering
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[54]. As shown in Figure 6, Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 based superlattices
[41] and PbTe-based
and PbTe-based quantum dot super-lattices [55] are currently the state-of-art TE materials.
quantum dot super-lattices [55] are currently the state-of-art TE materials.
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Figure 8. ZT plot of some of the state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials. Adapted from [73],
with permission
from © 2009 John Wiley and Sons Inc.
2.7. Thermoelectric
Efficiency

Figure of merit is a measure of material performance. However, the performance of an
energy-producing device, such as a thermoelectric generator, needs to be measured in terms of
its power output and energy conversion efficiency. Thermoelectric effect is a complex phenomenon
consisting of three different effects. Therefore, a complete mathematical formulation of TEGs requires
using advanced mathematics and physics covering three-dimensional formulations [74–77]. For brevity,
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in this review, we will discuss the simplified one-dimensional model. Any energy loss, such as due
to electrical and thermal contact resistances and due to convection and radiation from the faces of
thermocouples, will be neglected. In order to explain the modeling procedure, we will derive the
equation for just one thermocouple; however, formulation can be easily extended for a complete TEG
module consisting of multiple thermocouples.
Let us consider a thermocouple connected to an external resistive load, RL, as shown in Figure 3b.
Assuming constant thermoelectric properties (α, σ, and k), the steady state heat transfer rate qh (heat
absorbed) on the hot side and qc (heat evolved) on the cold side can be expressed as [43,78]:
qh = α pn ITh + k( Th − Tc ) −

1 2
I R
2

(14)

qc = α pn ITc + k( Th − Tc ) +

1 2
I R
2

(15)

where effective Seebeck coefficient α pn = α p − αn , effective internal resistance R = σpLA p + σnLAn ,

and effective thermal conductance k = L1 k p A p + k n An . A p and An are the cross-sectional area of p
and n legs, respectively, and L represents their length.
In Equations (14) and (15), the first terms represent Peltier heat (power generated), the second
terms denote Fourier heat transfer, and the third terms denote Joule heat. The factor (1/2) for the Joule
term is necessary to indicate that the total generated Joule heat is equally consumed between hot and
cold sides, since TEG modules have an equal number of p-type and n-type elements [79].
The current, I, in the thermocouple equals the Seebeck EMF over total resistance (internal
resistance R and external resistive load RL).
I=

α pn ( Th − Tc )
R + RL

(16)

The electric power output, Pout , and efficiency, η, of a TEG module are given as [80]:
Pout = qh − qc = − I 2 R L
η=

(17)

I2 RL
Pout
=
qh
α pn ITh + k( Th − Tc ) − 12 I 2 R

(18)

Negative sign in Equation (17) indicates energy released. For maximum value of η, dη/d(RL/R)
should be zero. The maximum value of efficiency, η max , can be expressed as [81]:
ηmax

√

1 + ZT − 1]
Th − Tc
=
√

Th
1 + ZT + TTc ]

(19)

h

√

√

where T = (Tc + Th )/2. The term
1 + ZT − 1]/ 1 + ZT + Tc /Th +] represents Joule and other
irreversible energy losses and (Th − Tc )/Th is Carnot efficiency. Figure 9a compares the efficiency of a
thermoelectric generator with other thermal energy conversion technologies [82]. X-axis shows hot
side temperature on the scale of 100 K. The cold side temperature is considered at room temperature.
The graphs also depict the efficiency range of a few other renewable energy technologies in a bar
on the right-hand side. Figure 9b shows efficiency reported for some of the state-of-the-art TEG
modules suitable for low temperature thermal energy harvesting application [83–88]. Figure 9c depicts
efficiency reported for some state-of-art TEG modules designed for mid to high temperature range
applications [89].
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Micropelt thermogenerator chip [94]. It is a thin film thermoelectric generator having an open
circuit voltage of 80 mV/K. Figure 10f shows a Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG)
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used
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electrical power for the spacecraft by converting the heat generated from the decay of
plutonium-238 (Pu-238) fuel into electricity. Figure 10g shows TEGs to be used on BMW cars
shows TEGs to be used on BMW cars for generating electricity from waste heat to improve overall
for generating electricity from waste heat to improve overall engine efficiency. The vehicle
engine efficiency. The vehicle would contain two alternative systems—one unit is being designed for
would contain two alternative systems—one unit is being designed for the exhaust system,
the exhaust system, while the other is intended for the exhaust gas recirculation system [95].
while the other is intended for the exhaust gas recirculation system [95].
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The pyroelectric effect may have been predicted more than 2400 years ago, when Greek
philosopher
Theophrastus
described
a stone,
lyngourion,
the property
of attracting
light
effect
may have
beencalled
predicted
more having
than 2400
years ago,
when Greek
the Pyroelectric
philosopher
Theophrastus
described
a stone,
called lyngourion,
having
property
of
objects like dust,
straws, and bits
of wood [96].
The pyroelectric
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duethe
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interaction
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light objects
dust, straws,
bitsdielectric
of wood
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between polarization
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change and
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interaction
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change in
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is usedpolarized
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3.1. Working Principle
The concept of pyroelectricity is explained in references [96,101]. As described in Figure 11a,
consider a piece of pyroelectric material, such as tourmaline crystal or barium titanate,

room temperature. Change in temperature of the material causes change in polarization,
which is used to generate electricity.
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pyroelectricity is explained in references [96,101]. As described in Figure
11a, consider a piece of pyroelectric material, such as tourmaline crystal or barium titanate,
having crystallographic symmetry axis normal to the flat surfaces. Pyroelectric materials have
having crystallographic symmetry axis normal to the flat surfaces. Pyroelectric materials have dipole
dipole moments that add up in the direction normal to the flat surfaces to provide
moments that add up in the direction normal to the flat surfaces to provide spontaneous polarization.
spontaneous polarization. The spontaneous polarization (Ps) is defined as net dipole moment
The spontaneous polarization (Ps) is defined as net dipole moment per unit volume of the material
per unit volume of the material at room temperature in the absence of an applied electric field.
at room temperature in the absence of an applied electric field. The spontaneous polarization of
The spontaneous polarization of pyroelectric material allows it to attract nearby particles
pyroelectric material allows it to attract nearby particles containing free charges such as electrons
containing free charges such as electrons or ions. In Figure 11b, the pyroelectric material is
or ions. In Figure 11b, the pyroelectric material is kept between the two conductive electrodes of a
kept between the two conductive electrodes of a capacitor. The capacitor charges until the
capacitor. The capacitor charges until the surface charge on the pyroelectric material is neutralized.
surface charge on the pyroelectric material is neutralized. If the capacitor is now connected to
If the capacitor is now connected to an external electric circuit, it discharges. However, there is no
an external electric circuit, it discharges. However, there is no current in the circuit after the
current in the circuit after the system has reached a steady state, provided the temperature of the
system has reached a steady state, provided the temperature of the material is held constant.
material is held constant.
For pyroelectric materials, an increase in the temperature of the material causes the net
For pyroelectric materials, an increase in the temperature of the material causes the net dipole
dipole moment, and thus spontaneous polarization to decrease and vice-versa. Consequently,
moment, and thus spontaneous polarization to decrease and vice-versa. Consequently, as shown
as shown in Figure 11c,d, change in temperature of the material alters the quantity of bound
in Figure 11c,d, change in temperature of the material alters the quantity of bound charges.
charges. The redistribution of free charges to compensate the change in bound charge results
The redistribution of free charges to compensate the change in bound charge results in a current
in a current flow, termed as pyroelectric current, in the circuit [96]. By cycling the temperature
flow, termed as pyroelectric current, in the circuit [96]. By cycling the temperature of pyroelectric
of pyroelectric materials, therefore, we can generate alternating current.
materials, therefore, we can generate alternating current.
Comparing Figures 4 and 11, we can note the fundamental difference between
Comparing Figures 4 and 11, we can note the fundamental difference between thermoelectric
thermoelectric and pyroelectric phenomena. Thermoelectricity occurs due to spatial change
and pyroelectric phenomena. Thermoelectricity occurs due to spatial change in temperature; i.e.,
in temperature; i.e., due to temperature gradient (
0), whereas pyroelectricity occurs due
due to temperature gradient ( dT
dx 6 = 0), whereas pyroelectricity occurs due to a temporal change in
0) [102,103].
to a temporali.e.,
change
temperature;
i.e., due( dT
to temperature
fluctuation (
temperature;
due toin
temperature
fluctuation
dt 6 = 0) [102,103].
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Coefficient
3.2. Pyroelectric Coefficient
The pyroelectric
pyroelectriccoefficient
coefficient
a material,
under
a constant
and electric
is
The
of of
a material,
under
a constant
stress stress
and electric
field, is field,
defined
defined
as
[104]: as [104]:


dPs
(20)
p=
dT σ,E
where σ and E denote stress and electric field, respectively, and the letters in subscripts correspond to
constant conditions.
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Assuming a homogeneous pyroelectric material (constant pyroelectric coefficient) throughout
which the temperature T at any time is uniform, the electric current generated (Figure 11c,d) from the
pyroelectric effect is given as [104,105]:
ip =

dQ
dT
= pA
dt
dt

(21)

where Q denotes the pyroelectric charge, i p represents the pyroelectric current, A is the surface area
of the pyroelectric material, and dT
dt is the rate of temperature change. It should be noted that the
current obtained from Equation (21) is under a short circuit condition and the electrodes of the
capacitor are positioned as normal to the polar direction. In addition, Equation (21) shows that
the pyroelectric current is proportional to the surface area of the material and is independent of its
thickness. This happens because the current is simply the rate of change of surface charge, Q, and has
no relationship with volume of the material.
Using Equation (21), the net charge developed on the electrodes of the capacitor in Figure 11 can
be calculated as:
Z
Q = i p dt = pA∆T
(22)
where ∆T is the temperature change. The equivalent capacitance (C) of the capacitor is given by [103]:
C=

Aεσ33
h

(23)

where εσ33 is the permittivity in the polarization direction at constant stress and h is thickness of the
material. Using Equations (22) and (23), we can calculate open circuit voltage, VOC , and total energy,
TE, stored in a capacitor as:
Q
ph∆T
Voc =
(24)
= σ
C
ε 33
TE =

1
1 p2 Ah(∆T )2
2
CVoc
=
2
2
εσ33

(25)

3.3. Figure of Merit
Pyroelectric effect has been used for various applications, such as thermal imaging, laser detectors,
radiometers, infrared sensors, gas analysis, fire alarms, and intruder alarms [106,107]. Considering both
electrical and thermal properties and depending upon the type of electronics used, three different
Figure of merit (FOM) have been suggested in the literature [108,109]. For the current sensitive readout,
Figure of merit, FOMi , is given as [110]:
FOMi =

p
p
=
c
ρ cP

(26)

where c is the volume specific heat, ρ is density of the material and c P is specific heat. For a voltage
sensitive readout, Figure of merit, FOMv , is given as [110]:
FOMv =

p
σ
c e33

(27)

σ is dielectric constant (permittivity) of the material in the polarization direction at constant
where e33
stress. Lastly, for the detectors, where signal to noise ratio is an important parameter, Figure of merit,
FOMD , is given as [110]:
p
FOMD = p σ
(28)
c e33 tanδ

where tan δ is the dielectric loss.

=

(28)

where tan δ is the dielectric loss.
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3.4. Pyroelectric Materials
Pyroelectric
materials need to be polar and exhibit spontaneous polarization. Whether a
3.4. Pyroelectric
Materials
solid material exhibits the pyroelectric effect or not is determined by its crystal structure. Out
Pyroelectric materials need to be polar and exhibit spontaneous polarization. Whether a solid
of thirty two point groups, only ten satisfy following conditions required to exhibit
material exhibits the pyroelectric effect or not is determined by its crystal structure. Out of thirty two
pyroelectricity [96]:
point groups, only ten satisfy following conditions required to exhibit pyroelectricity [96]:
(1) The molecular structure must have a nonzero dipole moment.
(1)
The molecular
structure must
have aofnonzero
dipole moment.
(2) The
material possesses
no center
symmetry.
(2)
The
material
possesses
no
center
of
symmetry.
(3) The material must have either no axis of rotational symmetry or a unique axis of
(3) rotational
The material
must have
either
no axis
or a unique axis of rotational
symmetry,
not
included
in of
an rotational
inversionsymmetry
axis.
symmetry, not included in an inversion axis.
Figure 12 depicts a Heckmann diagram illustrating the thermodynamic reversible
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Figure
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Figure 12 also illustrates two coupled effects: pyroelectricity and piezoelectricity.
Figure 12 also illustrates two coupled effects: pyroelectricity and piezoelectricity. Pyroelectricity
Pyroelectricity relates temperature with dielectric displacement and piezoelectricity relates
relates temperature with dielectric displacement and piezoelectricity relates stress with dielectric
stress with dielectric displacement. Note that the pyroelectric effect has two routes: the
displacement. Note that the pyroelectric effect has two routes: the primary route is shown by a solid
primary route is shown by a solid blue line and the secondary route is indicated by a dotted
blue line and the secondary route is indicated by a dotted red line. The primary pyroelectric effect
red line. The primary pyroelectric effect occurs when material is perfectly clamped and is
occurs when material is perfectly clamped and is under constant strain with uniform temperature
under constant strain with uniform temperature distribution and no external electric field.
distribution and no external electric field. This condition is hard to achieve in practice. In most cases,
This condition is hard to achieve in practice. In most cases, a secondary pyroelectric effect is
a secondary pyroelectric effect is present, where thermal expansion induces a strain on the material
present, where thermal expansion induces a strain on the material that alters the dielectric
that alters the dielectric displacement via the piezoelectric effect. The total pyroelectric coefficient,
displacement via the piezoelectric effect. The total pyroelectric coefficient, consisting of both
consisting of both primary and secondary components, under constant stress condition is given as:
primary and secondary components, under constant stress condition is given as:
,
, + d eE λE
pσ,E
= pε,E
+ ij ij i

(29)
(29)

where the first term in Equation (29) pε,E shows the primary pyroelectric coefficient under constant
strain condition. The second term dij eijE λiE represents the secondary pyroelectric coefficient,
and tensors dij , ei , and λi are the piezoelectric coefficient, elastic constant, and thermal expansion
coefficient, respectively.
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thermal expansion coefficient, respectively.
It is interesting to note that all pyroelectric materials are piezoelectric, but not all
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3.5.2. Pyroelectric Ericsson Cycle
3.5.2. Pyroelectric Ericsson Cycle
The pyroelectric Ericsson cycle is illustrated in Figure 14b. For pyroelectric energy
The pyroelectric Ericsson cycle is illustrated in Figure 14b. For pyroelectric energy conversion,
conversion, the Ericsson cycle was first introduced by Olsen in 1980 and then extensively
the Ericsson cycle was first introduced by Olsen in 1980 and then extensively studied by other
studied by other researchers in subsequent years [121]. As shown in Figure 14b, this cycle
researchers in subsequent years [121]. As shown in Figure 14b, this cycle consists of two isothermal
consists of two isothermal processes (2 to 3 and 4 to 1) and two constant electric field processes
processes (2 to 3 and 4 to 1) and two constant electric field processes (1 to 2 and 3 to 4). State 1
(1 to 2 and 3 to 4). State 1 represents the initial condition of the pyroelectric material under
represents the initial condition of the pyroelectric material under zero electric field and at temperature
zero electric field and at temperature Th. The material is cooled under no electric field
Th . The material is cooled under no electric field condition until temperature Tc is achieved (state 2).
condition until temperature
is achieved (state 2). The electric field is then applied and
The electric field is then applied and increased isothermally until the electric field increases to
increased isothermally until the electric field increases to Emax (state 3). This process is followed
Emax (state 3). This process is followed by isofield heating, where the material is heated from state
by isofield heating, where the material is heated from state temperature
to Th under a
temperature Tc to Th under a constant electric field. Lastly, the electric field is decreased from Emax to
constant electric field. Lastly, the electric field is decreased from Emax to zero, while the
zero, while the temperature of the material is maintained at constant temperature Th .
temperature of the material is maintained at constant temperature Th.
The electric work output Wcycle from a pyroelectric cycle can be given as [122]:
The electric work output Wcycle from a pyroelectric cycle can be given as [122]:
Z Emax

= −(
−(T −
−Tc ))
Wcycle =
h

0

pdE

Also, heat inflow from the hot reservoir can be obtained as [122]:
Also, heat inflow from the hot reservoir can be obtained as [122]:
= ( − )+
Z Emax

c ( Thbe
− determined
Tc ) +
pT
dE
in =then
Thermodynamic efficiencyQcan
ash[122]:
0
Thermodynamic efficiency can then be determined
as [122]:
=

Therefore,

Therefore,

η=

=

Wcycle
Qin

(31)
(31)

(32)
(32)

(33)

(33)

(34)

+

Emax )
( R−
pdE
0
η=
R Emax
Th
c + (T −T ) 0
pdE
h

c

(34)
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3.6. Pyroelectric Generators
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Figure 16. Leng et al.’s pyroelectric generator based on the PVDF film. (a) Schematic diagram;
Figure 16. Leng et al.’s pyroelectric generator based on the PVDF film. (a) Schematic diagram;
(b) Digital photograph; (c) Experimental setup for testing pyroelectric generators (PEG) under
(b) Digital photograph; (c) Experimental setup for testing pyroelectric generators (PEG) under the
the alternating contact of hot and cold water flow adapted from [138], with permission from
alternating contact of hot and cold water flow adapted from [138], with permission from © 2014 Royal
© 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Society of Chemistry.
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highest output power density was found to be 14 µW/cm2 or 1.08 W/cm3. Figure 16a,b show
Leng et al.’s pyroelectric generator based on the PVDF film [138].

investigated by Lee at el. [141]. This nano-generator is based on a micro-patterned
piezoelectric P(VDF-TrFE) polymer, micro-patterned PDMS carbon nanotube (CNTs)
composite and graphene nanosheets. PDMS-CNT makes the device flexible and stretchable.
It also serves as a robust electrode on the base of the device. Graphene used as the top flexible
electrode allows fast thermal response due to its high thermal conductivity.
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4. Thermomagnetic Energy Harvesting
under temperature change of 80 ◦ C. The highest output power density was found to be 14 µW/cm2 or
Thermomagnetic energy harvesting relies on the effect of heat on the magnetic properties.
1.08 W/cm3 . Figure 16a,b show Leng et al.’s pyroelectric generator based on the PVDF film [138].
Increasing temperature of a magnetocaloric material, such as Gadolinium (Gd), Gd5(Si2Ge2)
Few researchers have attempted to build hybrid thermal harvesters incorporating both
etc., causes magnetic dipole moments to disorient due to thermal agitation, resulting in a
pyroelectrics and piezoelectric effects [141]. This is possible because all pyroelectric materials are
decrease in the magnetization of the material. On the other hand, decreasing the temperature
piezoelectric. One such piezoelectric–pyroelectric hybrid device has been recently investigated by Lee
of the material allows magnetic dipoles to reorient and therefore it increases magnetization in
at el. [141]. This nano-generator is based on a micro-patterned piezoelectric P(VDF-TrFE) polymer,
the material. The effect is most prominent in ferromagnetic materials, which undergo a phase
micro-patterned PDMS carbon nanotube (CNTs) composite and graphene nanosheets. PDMS-CNT
change near the transition temperature. The transition temperature, also termed as the Curie
makes the device flexible and stretchable. It also serves as a robust electrode on the base of the
temperature or Curie point, of ferromagnetic materials refers to the condition where
device. Graphene used as the top flexible electrode allows fast thermal response due to its high
magnetization disappears and material transforms into paramagnetic state. It is important to
thermal conductivity.
note that ferromagnetic Curie temperature is different that the ferroelectric Curie temperature
that
was discussed Energy
earlier.Harvesting
4.
Thermomagnetic
Thermomagnetic
4.1. Working
Principle energy harvesting relies on the effect of heat on the magnetic properties.
Increasing temperature of a magnetocaloric material, such as Gadolinium (Gd), Gd5 (Si2 Ge2 ) etc.,
Electricity generation from heat via thermomagnetic effect can be accomplished in two
causes magnetic dipole moments to disorient due to thermal agitation, resulting in a decrease in
different ways. The first method is direct energy conversion, where thermal energy is directly
the magnetization of the material. On the other hand, decreasing the temperature of the material
converted into electrical energy. Such systems are referred to as active thermomagnetic
allows magnetic dipoles to reorient and therefore it increases magnetization in the material. The effect
devices or thermomagnetic generator. The second conversion method is via an intermediate
is most prominent in ferromagnetic materials, which undergo a phase change near the transition
mechanical stage and such systems are called as passive thermomagnetic devices or
temperature. The transition temperature, also termed as the Curie temperature or Curie point,
thermomagnetic motor. Figure 17 shows the working mechanism of the active and passive
of ferromagnetic materials refers to the condition where magnetization disappears and material
thermomagnetic energy conversion devices [142].
transforms into paramagnetic state. It is important to note that ferromagnetic Curie temperature is
As shown in Figure 17a, an active thermomagnetic system consists of a C-shaped
different that the ferroelectric Curie temperature that was discussed earlier.
permanent magnet or an electromagnet, a ferromagnetic material placed as a shunt between
the Working
poles ofPrinciple
the permanent magnet, and a winding around of the shunt material. The shunt
4.1.
element is heated and cooled, alternately, across the Curie temperature of the material. Rise
Electricity generation from heat via thermomagnetic effect can be accomplished in two different
in shunt temperature reduces the magnetization and the magnetic flux thereof. Decrease in
ways. The first method is direct energy conversion, where thermal energy is directly converted into
temperature produces the reverse effect; i.e., the magnetization and the magnetic flux
electrical energy. Such systems are referred to as active thermomagnetic devices or thermomagnetic
increases. The cyclic heating and cooling of the shunt material results in continuously
generator. The second conversion method is via an intermediate mechanical stage and such systems
changing magnetic flux, which induces a voltage across the two ends of winding per
are called as passive thermomagnetic devices or thermomagnetic motor. Figure 17 shows the working
Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction. When winding is connected to an external
mechanism of the active and passive thermomagnetic energy conversion devices [142].
resistor, electrical power is produced.
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working
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(b) thermomagnetic
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conversion
devices.
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[142], with
permission
from © 2018 Elsevier.
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permission
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© 2018 Elsevier.

As shown in Figure 17a, an active thermomagnetic system consists of a C-shaped permanent
magnet or an electromagnet, a ferromagnetic material placed as a shunt between the poles of the
permanent magnet, and a winding around of the shunt material. The shunt element is heated and
cooled, alternately, across the Curie temperature of the material. Rise in shunt temperature reduces
the magnetization and the magnetic flux thereof. Decrease in temperature produces the reverse effect;
i.e., the magnetization and the magnetic flux increases. The cyclic heating and cooling of the shunt
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material results in continuously changing magnetic flux, which induces a voltage across the two ends
of winding per Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction. When winding is connected to an external
resistor, electrical power is produced.
The passive thermomagnetic devices, called a thermomagnetic motor or Curie motor,
convert thermal energy into mechanical energy in the form of rotary or linear motion. Therefore,
in order to produce electricity, an electromechanical generator is needed. As shown in Figure 17b,
a thermomagnetic motor, in the simplest form, consists of a magnetic circuit with a movable armature
made-up of soft ferromagnetic material. When the entire armature is at the same temperature,
the magnetic permeability is uniform and the magnetic forces from the opposite directions are
balanced. If a portion of the armature is now heated above the Curie temperature using a heat
source, while maintaining the other portion below the Curie point using a heat sink, it causes a
permeability difference between hot and cold spots. This exerts a net unbalanced force on the armature,
which results in linear or rotary motion. A restoring mechanism, such as mechanical spring, is needed
to restore the initial condition.
4.2. Thermomagnetic Cycle
For the thermomagnetic generator described in Figure 17, the external magnetic field is fixed
throughout the thermodynamic cycle. Solomon [143] recommends a thermomagnetic cycle described
in Figure 18b, where the applied magnetic field is also cycled as the material is thermally cycled.
In Figure 18a, a ferromagnetic material is located inside the magnetic field created by a superconducting
solenoid. A variable voltage source is used to produce voltage v and current i in the windings around
the solenoid. The generated magnetic fields B and H are given [142,143] by:
v = nA
i=

dB
dt

(35)

HL
n

(36)

where n is number of windings of the solenoid, A is its cross-sectional area, dB
dt is rate of change of
magnetic induction in the ferromagnetic material, R is resistance of wire, and L is length of solenoid.
The magnetic induction B in the ferromagnetic material is related to magnetization and applied
magnetic field as [142,144]:
B( H, T ) = µ0 [ H + M ( H, T )]
(37)
where µ0 is permeability of free space, H is applied magnetic field, and M is magnetization, which is
function of applied field and its temperature. For a thermomagnetic process, the power P and
energy E supplied by voltage source to the unit volume of ferromagnetic material can be calculated
as [142,143,145]:
vi
dB
P=
=H
(38)
AL
dt
E=

Z

Pdt =

Z

H dB = µ0

Z

H dH + µ0

Z

H dM

(39)

H

Since for a cyclic process H dH = 0, the net work done, wcycle by the voltage source during the
thermomagnetic cycle is given as:
I
wcycle = µ0

H dM

(40)

Assuming a net gain of energy by the voltage source, work output wout produced by the
thermomagnetic generator would be negative and is given by:
wout = −µ0

I

H dM

(41)
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The efficiency of the thermomagnetic generator is given as:
ηmax

H
µ0 H dM
wout
=
=
qin
qin
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where qin is heat inflow during the heating portion of the thermomagnetic cycle.
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Elliott [149] derived the maximum power output of a thermomagnetic generator in terms
Elliott [149] derived the maximum power output of a thermomagnetic generator in terms of
of magnetic characteristics of the permanent magnet as:
magnetic characteristics of the permanent magnet as:
1
(46)
=1
Pmax = 8ωVµr H 2
(46)
8
where V and
denote volume and permeability of permanent magnet, and it is assumed
that the temperature of shunt varies in a sinusoidal manner at an angular frequency . Elliott
[149] also suggested that the maximum theoretical efficiency of a thermomagnetic generator
operating between hot-side temperature close to the Curie temperature (
) and coldside temperature
=
− ∆ can be expressed as:
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where V and µr denote volume and permeability of permanent magnet, and it is assumed that the
temperature of shunt varies in a sinusoidal manner at an angular frequency ω. Elliott [149] also
suggested that the maximum theoretical efficiency of a thermomagnetic generator operating between
hot-side temperature close to the Curie temperature (Th ≈ TC ) and cold-side temperature Tc = TC − ∆T
can be expressed as:
π ∆T
ηmax = √
= 0.55 × Carnot efficiency
(47)
4 2 TC
4.3. Thermomagnetic Materials
The thermomagnetic effect in a ferromagnetic material is highest near its Curie temperature.
At Curie temperature, ferromagnetic materials undergo phase transition from magnetic to
non-magnetic states. The phase transition is usually classified as first order or second order.
The second-order phase transition is gradual and occurs without the coexistence of multiple phases.
On the other hand, the first order phase transition involves the occurrence of two phases in equilibrium
in the transition zone. When a material with first-order transition is heated, it exhibits an abrupt
phase change that transforms it from a strongly magnetic to a weakly magnetic phase. The first
order transition materials normally exhibit higher thermomagnetic effect than the second order
transition materials; however, they are normally accompanied with thermal and magnetic hysteresis,
which reduces the overall work output.
Gadolinium (Gd) is by far the most recommended thermomagnetic material [143,146,150] for
thermal energy harvesting for two principal reasons. First, Gd has a Curie temperature of ~293 K [151];
therefore, it can be utilized near room temperature. Second, Gd undergoes second order phase
transition from the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic state and has no thermal or magnetic hysteresis.
However, since Gd is paramagnetic at room temperature, it normally requires a heat sink (or a
refrigerator). Generally, heat sources are more conveniently available (for example, in the form of
waste heat) than the heat sink; therefore, thermomagnetic materials having Curie temperature slightly
higher than room temperature are desired. Srivastava et al. [152] have recently recommended the
multiferroic Heusler alloy, Ni45 Co5 Mn40 Sn10 as an alternative to Gd. The Heusler alloy undergoes first
order transition from a strongly ferromagnetic austenite phase to a weakly ferromagnetic martensite
phase at critical temperature of 408 K [153,154]. Though the work output per thermomagnetic cycle
is higher for a Heusler alloy than gadolinium, both the materials have been found to exhibit similar
thermomagnetic efficiency [148]. This happens because the thermal energy requirement at critical
temperature for first order phase transformation is dominated by latent heat, whereas the second order
phase transition is mainly governed by sensible heat. Heusler alloy, therefore, needs larger heat input
per thermomagnetic cycle than gadolinium.
Few other thermomagnetic materials have been reported in the literature such as Gd5 Si2 Ge2 [155],
GdFe6 Al6 [156] and Gd based other binary and ternary compounds [157–159], MnAs and its related
compounds [160–162], and lanthanide transition-metal-based compounds [163–168]. Most of these
materials exhibit first-order transition and they have been reported to demonstrate a significant
magnitude of thermomagnetic effect. However, their performance in thermomagnetic energy
harvesters has not been yet thoroughly examined. In addition to the thermomagnetic effect,
several other considerations need to be taken in to account when a material is used in a thermal
harvester. For example, materials having large thermal and magnetic hysteresis are not recommended.
The materials having small specific heat and large thermal conductivity are preferred, as it ensures
rapid heat exchange and temperature change.
4.4. Thermomagnetic Devices
The fact that heat alters magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials is known for a long
time. Figure 19 depicts few patents [169–172] issued in the late 19th century describing concepts for
converting heat into mechanical or electrical energy using the thermomagnetic effect. As it can be seen,
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most of these devices had very complex designs and they used iron as the working ferromagnetic
material. Iron has very high Curie temperature, around 1000 K. Achieving such a high temperature
requires lot of fuel and high temperature may cause thermal degradation of the permanent magnets
used in the device. In addition, since the thermodynamic efficiency of heat engine is proportional to
Materials
2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Active thermomagnetic devices are not much studied in the literature, possibly because of their
Active thermomagnetic devices are not much studied in the literature, possibly because
requirement of cyclic variation in temperature. Passive thermomagnetic energy harvesters, however,
of their requirement of cyclic variation in temperature. Passive thermomagnetic energy
can be made to operate with heat sources at constant temperature. Some of the thermomagnetic
harvesters, however, can be made to operate with heat sources at constant temperature. Some
motors reported in the literature are Van Der Mass and Purvis’s Curie point motor [173], Murakami
of the thermomagnetic motors reported in the literature are Van Der Mass and Purvis’s Curie
and Nemoto’s rotary thermomagnetic motor [174], Takahashi’s thermomagnetic engine [175,176],
point motor [173], Murakami and Nemoto’s rotary thermomagnetic motor [174], Takahashi’s
and Palmy’s floating thermomagnetic wheel [177,178]. Figure 20 shows the conceptual model of a
thermomagnetic engine [175,176], and Palmy’s floating thermomagnetic wheel [177,178].
thermomechanical actuator presented by Ujihara et al. [179]. The device consists of a small gadolinium
Figure 20 shows the conceptual model of a thermomechanical actuator presented by Ujihara
piece suspended on a leaf spring near a relatively large permanent neodymium magnet. As shown
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dissipation. The device shown in Figure 21b consists of arrays of bimorph cantilevers and it
was found to produce 158µW output power at a temperature difference of 80 °C.

A similar thermomagnetic device has been recently reported by Chun et al. for thermal energy
harvesting and for enhancing the cooling rate of solar panels employed in unmanned aerial
vehicles. The device shown in Figure 21a is composed of a single bimorph cantilever and was
found to enhance the cooling rate of a cooling object by 1 °C per min against the normal
dissipation.
and
Materials
2018, 11, The
1433 device shown in Figure 21b consists of arrays of bimorph cantilevers27
of 45it
was found to produce 158µW output power at a temperature difference of 80 °C.
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Figure 22. A simplistic conceptual model of a thermoelastic heat engine (a) heat absorption

Figure 22a,b shows a simplistic conceptual model of a thermoelastic heat engine. The
engine contains a shape memory alloy (SMA) as the working element, undergoing contraction
and elongation during heating and cooling process, respectively. As SMA element contracts
during heating, it applies a force on the attached mass. Force applied by SMA element during
Materials 2018, 11,
1433
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contraction
substantially
exceeds the force applied on the SMA element during elongation,
resulting in a network output per cycle as shown in Figure 22c.
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Process A–B: Process A–B represents martensitic to austenitic phase transformation. State A
Process A–B: Process A–B represents martensitic to austenitic phase transformation. State
denotes the condition where the SMA element has just reached the critical temperature (Th ≈ TC ) and
A denotes the condition where the SMA element has just reached the critical temperature
it is completely in Martensitic phase. As the process continues, phase transformation occurs, such that
(
) and it is completely in Martensitic phase. As the process continues, phase
temperature and stress remain constant at Th and σMA , respectively.
transformation occurs, such that temperature and stress remain constant at
and σMA,
Process B–C: The SMA element is relieved from the stress at level σMA to level σAM at the constant
respectively.
temperature Th .
Process B–C: The SMA element is relieved from the stress at level σMA to level σAM at the
Process C–D: State C represents the condition where martensitic to austenitic phase transformation
constant temperature
.
has completed and the SMA element is in 100% austenitic phase. As the process continues, the materials
Process C–D: State C represents the condition where martensitic to austenitic phase
are cooled from temperature Th to temperature Tc , at the constant stress of σAM .
transformation has completed and the SMA element is in 100% austenitic phase. As the
Process D–E: The SMA element recovers its original shape undergoing the reverse transformation
process continues, the materials are cooled from temperature
to temperature , at the
(austenite to martensite), at constant temperature Tc .
constant stress of σAM.
Process E–F: The SMA element is tensioned from the stress at level σAM to level σMA at the
Process D–E: The SMA element recovers its original shape undergoing the reverse
constant temperature Tc .
transformation (austenite to martensite), at constant temperature .
Process F–A: The SMA element is heated from temperature Tc to Th at the constant stress of σMA .
Process E–F: The SMA element is tensioned from the stress at level σAM to level σMA at the
constant temperature
.
Process F–A: The SMA element is heated from temperature
to
at the constant stress
of σMA.

5.3. Thermoelastic Efficiency
With the assumption that all that processes in the cycle A-B-C-D-E-F-A shown in Figure
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5.3. Thermoelastic Efficiency
With the assumption that all that processes in the cycle A-B-C-D-E-F-A shown in Figure 24 are
reversible, we can write heat interaction q during each process as:
q AB = Th ∆s

(48)

q BC = 0

(49)

qCD = −C p ( Th − Tc )

(50)

q DE = − Tc ∆s

(51)

q EF = 0

(52)

q EF = 0

(53)

where ∆s denotes change in entropy during a process and C p is specific heat capacity of SMA material.
Heat in and heat out during the complete cycle is given as:
qin = q AB + q EF + q FA = Th ∆s + C p ( Th − Tc )

(54)

qout = q BC + qCD + q DE = Tc ∆s + C p ( Th − Tc )

(55)

The total work output of the thermoelastic cycle can be calculated using expression:
wcycle = qin − qout = ( Th − Tc )∆s

(56)

Thermoelastic energy conversion efficiency is given as:
η=

wcycle
( Th − Tc )∆s
=
qin
Th ∆s + C p ( Th − Tc )

(57)

The thermoelastic cycle described in Figure 24 considers an ideal SMA material that undergoes
reversible processes of phase transformations. Energy losses due to any other type of irreversibility
were also ignored. In practice, however, the martensitic-austenitic transformations in shape
memory materials are not reversible. There are energy losses due to hysteresis during the
crystal structure transformations and due to friction in the transmission and driving systems.
Muller-Xu-Fedelich-Zanzotto model described in reference [186] accounts for some of the irreversibility
and provides a modified thermoelastic energy conversion efficiency equation as:
η=

( Th − Tc )∆s − 2A
Th ∆s + C p ( Th − Tc ) − A

(58)

where A is a material constant directly related to stress-strain curve hysteresis; i.e., irreversibility
during the phase change process in SMA material [187].
Relative efficiency can now be calculated using:
ηrel =

η
ηCarnot

(59)

Table 3 provides thermoelastic energy conversion efficiency for two popular SMAs: TiNi and
CuZnAl, calculated using Equations (58) and (59). It can be noted that, theoretically, the thermoelastic
efficiency of SMA engines approaches the Carnot efficiency.
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Table 3. Thermoelastic energy conversion efficiency of some of the SMA materials.
Material

Tc (K)

∆T (K)

ηabsolute (%)

ηrel (%)

CuZnAl
CuZnAl
TiNi
TiNi

293
293
323
323

50
80
50
80

13.5
20.5
8.6
15.5

92.5
95.5
63.9
78.2

5.4. Thermoelastic Materials
The martensitic phase in steel was discovered by Adolf Martens in the 1890s and it is considered
a major step towards the discovery of shape memory alloys [188]. In 1949, Kurdjumov and
Khandros [189] introduced the concept of thermoelastic martensitic transformation based on the
experimental studies on CuZn and CuAl alloys. Later, thermoelastic martensitic transformation was
also observed in InTl, CuZn, and NiTi. Out of all these compositions, NiTi (commonly known as
Nitinol) became the most popular system because it not only possess shape recovery capability but
also has good mechanical properties comparable to common engineering metals [190]. Nitinol is
typically composed of ~50–51% nickel (atomic %) and by adjusting the atomic ratio, its transformation
temperature can be controlled. The transformation temperature A f (austenite finish) of binary
NiTi alloys typically lies in the range of 0 to 100 ◦ C and exhibits a temperature hysteresis of
25–40 ◦ C [191,192]. It has been reported that alloying NiTi with Cu lowers the stress hysteresis
without much altering the transformation temperature [193]. NiTiCu alloys are also found to have
better fatigue life than NiTi, which makes it suitable for a wide variety of engineering applications [194].
Some SMAs, such as TiPd, TiPt, and TiAu, have been reported to have transformation temperature
greater than 100 ◦ C [195]. Commercially available systems include some iron-based SMAs, such as
Fe-Mn-Si, and copper-based SMAs, such as Cu-Zn-Al and Cu-Al-Ni.
Thermoelastic effect in shape memory alloys occurs due to their reversible phase transformation
behavior at certain critical temperatures. SMAs have two phases: a high temperature phase called
austenite (A) and a low temperature phase called martensite (M). These phases have different crystal
structures and therefore drastically different mechanical, thermal, electrical, optical, and acoustical
material properties [196]. Austenite has generally cubic crystal structure, whereas martensite can be
tetragonal, orthorhombic, or monoclinic. The martensitic phase transformation from one structure
to the other occurs by shear lattice distortion, forming an assembly of martensitic variants of two
kinds: twinned martensite and detwinned martensite [188]. When an SMA is cooled in absence of an
applied load, it undergoes a forward transformation, where crystal structure changes from austenite to
twinned martensite without a macroscopic shape change. However, if a mechanical load is applied to
the material at low temperature, twinned martensitic phase can be detwinned by reorienting a certain
number of variants. This results in a macroscopic shape change and the deformation is retained even
after the load is released. Heating the material above a certain temperature results in a reverse phase
transformation from detwinned martensite to austenite. This leads to complete shape recovery and
this phenomenon is known as Shape Memory Effect (SME).
The temperature where forward transformation starts is normally denoted by Ms (martensite
starts) and the temperature where it finishes is denoted as M f (martensite finishes). Likewise, start and
finish temperatures during reverse phase transformation are denoted by As (austenite starts) and A f
(austenite finishes). In addition, the minimum stress in the material (due to an applied load) needed to
start the detwinning process is termed as detwinning start stress (σs ) and sufficiently high stress that
results in a complete detwinning of martensite is called detwinning finish stress (σ f ).
Figure 24 depicts the experimental data in stress-strain-temperature space for a typical NiTi
specimen tested under uniaxial loading [188]. Looking in stress-temperature (σ − T) plane in Figure 24,
point A represents the parent phase where the forward transformation starts (Ms ). The stress-free
cooling of austenite below the forward transformation temperatures (M f ) results in the formation of
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twinned martensite, denoted by point B. As shown in stress-strain plane in Figure 24, the twinned
martensite is now subjected to an applied stress that exceeds the start stress level (σs ). This initiates
the detwinning process (point C), which completes at a stress level σ f . The material is then elastically
unloaded from D to E, but the detwinned martensitic state is retained. Once the stress level reaches
zero, the material is heated, which initiates the reverse transformation after the temperature reaches
As (point F). The reverse transformation is completed at temperature A f (point G).
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5.5. Thermoelastic Devices (SMA Heat Engines)
5.5. Thermoelastic Devices (SMA Heat Engines)
Thermoelastic based energy conversion devices became popular in the 1970–1980s. More than
Thermoelastic based energy conversion devices became popular in the 1970–1980s. More
100 patents were filed during this period. Some of them are shown in Figure 25. Historically SMA heat
than 100 patents were filed during this period. Some of them are shown in Figure 25.
engines have been divided into four categories: offset crank engines, turbine engines, field engines,
Historically SMA heat engines have been divided into four categories: offset crank engines,
and miscellaneous engines [197,198]. Figure 25a–d show some SMA based crank engines [197,199–202].
turbine engines, field engines, and miscellaneous engines [197,198]. Figure 25a–d show some
They contain SMA actuators connected eccentrically to the output shaft. This mechanism converts
SMA based crank engines [197,199–202]. They contain SMA actuators connected eccentrically
a reciprocating linear motion of an SMA actuator into continuous rotary motion. SMA actuators are
to the output shaft. This mechanism converts a reciprocating linear motion of an SMA actuator
trained to form extension springs. An electric generator can be used to produce electricity from a
into continuous rotary motion. SMA actuators are trained to form extension springs. An
mechanical rotation. Turbine or pulley engines use continuous belts of SMA wire and metal pulleys as
electric generator can be used to produce electricity from a mechanical rotation. Turbine or
the driving mechanism. A portion of SMA wire in one pulley is heated, which produces tension in
pulley engines use continuous belts of SMA wire and metal pulleys as the driving mechanism.
the wire, causing the pulley to rotate. Figure 25e–i show some SMA based pulley engines [203–207].
A portion of SMA wire in one pulley is heated, which produces tension in the wire, causing
SMA based field engines work against a recovering force, such as a gravitational or magnetic field.
the pulley to rotate. Figure 25e–i show some SMA based pulley engines [203–207]. SMA based
They normally contain a series of active elements that interact with the force field, weights for the
field engines work against a recovering force, such as a gravitational or magnetic field. They
gravitational field and magnets for the magnetic field. These active elements are connected along a
normally contain a series of active elements that interact with the force field, weights for the
loop of SMA wire. A section of the loop is heated that creates contraction and increases the element
gravitational field and magnets for the magnetic field. These active elements are connected
density in that area. The denser section is affected more by the force field, leading to an unbalanced
along a loop of SMA wire. A section of the loop is heated that creates contraction and increases
force causing a rotation. Figure 25j,k show some SMA based field engines [208,209]. Figure 25l,m
the element density in that area. The denser section is affected more by the force field, leading
show some SMA based reciprocating engines [210,211]. They have a relatively simpler design as
to an unbalanced force causing a rotation. Figure 25j,k show some SMA based field engines
linear motion is produced by cyclic heating of SMA elements. However, these devices encounter
[208,209]. Figure 25l,m show some SMA based reciprocating engines [210,211]. They have a
deployment changes as heating and cooling fluids need to be circulated over the SMA elements to
relatively simpler design as linear motion is produced by cyclic heating of SMA elements.
produce thermal cycling.
However, these devices encounter deployment changes as heating and cooling fluids need to
be circulated over the SMA elements to produce thermal cycling.
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thermoelastic devices in regards to their work output and efficiency. Thermal to mechanical energy
conversion efficiency between 2% and 9% was predicted using a variety of theoretical models based
on thermal transport and mechanical measurements [216].
Thermoelastic based energy harvesting technique remained dormant for quite some time in the
late 20th century. Low interest in this technology might be the result of scalability concerns related
to SMA devices. Small prototypes developed in the research laboratories showed promising results,
but the scaled-up versions did not produce significant power to justify their cost of deployment.
In 2001, researchers at Virginia Tech, USA attempted to revive this technology and proposed a refined
engine design [217] along with a dedicated driving mechanism [218] to reduce frictional losses and
slip. Figure 26a shows SMA heat engine proposed by Schiller [217]. Schiller’s SMA engine consists
of two parallel crankshafts, each supporting multiple evenly spaced cranks. Cranks of the first
shaft are aligned with like oriented but shorter cranks on the second shaft, as shown in Figure 26a.
A synchronizer, in the form of a timing belt and two identical pulleys, is used to prevent the relative
rotation between the two shafts. SMA wires are stretched between rollers located at the end of each
crank. During operation, half of the engine’s wires are submerged in the hot region while the other
half remains cold. Wires on the hot side contract, whereas wires on the cold side elongate. Since the
force generated due to heat recovery exceeds the force required for cooled deformation, the recovery
process generates strain in the cold wires, making the engine propels. Figure 26b shows another SMA
heat engine design proposed by Wakjira [218]. Wakjira’s engine consists of a SMA driving roller-chain,
two driven plastic sprockets whose teeth engage the rollers of a SMA chain, a synchronizer chain,
and other components as shown in Figure 26b. More information about the design and operation can
be found in ref. [218].
Some research has attempted to develop a thermo-mechanical actuator based on SMAs [217,218].
These systems were designed to convert thermal energy into mechanical energy in the form of linear
or rotary motion. Later, few attempts were made to build hybrid thermal engines where SMA systems
were integrated with a Piezoelectric system [219]. In most of these devices, SMA elements consumes
heat to produce mechanical work, which is eventually converted into electrical energy using some
electromechanical converters like an electric generator or a piezoelectric bimorph. More recently,
Sato et al. [220] developed a pulley based SMA heat engine shown in Figure 26c. The SMA engine
consisting one SMA belt (width: 5 mm, thickness: 0.7 mm, length: 2.3 m) was found to produce
a maximum power output of 300 mW. The maximum power output increased to 1.16 W with five
parallel SMA belts [220]. Avirovik et al. [221] presented an experimental study on a miniature SMA
engine (Figure 26d). The SMA engine was reported to operate near room temperature with hot-side
temperature in the range of 60–80 ◦ C and 0.12 g of SMA wire were found to produced 2.6 mW of
mechanical power and 1.7 mW of electrical power.
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be quite high, if we compare it with local electricity pricing. Assuming the average electricity pricing
to be $0.08/kWh and a seven-year payback on capital equipment, the capital cost can be calculated
to be around $4.9/watt. This implies that the installation of a TEG system in an industrial setting
will be favorably received only if the current pricing is reduced by at least seven times. Unarguably,
thermal energy harvesting is currently too costly to be adopted in the regular consumer market
situation where grid electricity is readily available. This technology requires cost optimization from all
fronts to become a commercial reality. A more efficient material, lower device manufacturing costs,
and value-driven systems are just a few of the factors to be considered in the further development of
this technology.
8. Policy Recommendations
Despite the fact that the capital and operating cost for thermal energy harvesting and low-grade
heat recovery systems are currently too high, we cannot ignore their positive impact on the
environment. Government policies to promote R&D in the area of thermal energy harvesting and the
deployment of thermal energy harvesters through subsidized costs can provide a realistic near-term
opportunity to improve the nation’s energy infrastructure, environment, and economic future. The list
below provides some policy recommendations that would encourage development and deployment of
thermal energy harvesters:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fund and promote university-based fundamental research projects related to thermal energy
harvesting and waste heat recovery.
Invest in university–industry partnerships to transition the laboratory-based technologies
into practice.
Educate consumers through online and published literature to enhance their awareness about the
heat recovery opportunities and its environmental benefits.
Provide direct financial incentives for each kW of waste heat recovery.
Offer an investment tax credit on the capital investment related to thermal energy harvesting and
heat recovery.
Offer property tax abatement for facilities that incorporate waste heat recovery.
Provide low-cost financing to the entities willing to start thermal energy harvesting projects.

9. Conclusions
Waste heat and natural heat constitute an enormous energy reserve that can be used to generate
electricity in order to fulfil the growing energy demand. The traditional power cycles, such as Rankine
and Kalina cycles, are usually not cost-effective, especially for low-grade heat recovery. Thermal
energy harvesters are a better option for low-grade waste heat recovery as they are mostly solid-state
devices, material-based conversion mechanisms, and require minimal maintenance. This review
summarizes the progress made in thermal energy harvesting by improving the figure-of-merit of
various material effects: thermoelectricity, pyroelectricity, thermomagneticity, and thermoelasticity.
A detailed discussion is provided on governing physics of each mechanism along with device working
principles, material performance advancements, and generator prototypes. The effect of controlling
parameters that affect the figure of merit of the working materials and the performance of thermal
energy harvesters is summarized. A comparison of the power density (power per unit volume) for
each of these mechanisms indicated that thermoelectric generators are best suited for applications
at temperature difference above 100 ◦ C. At a lower temperature difference, pyroelectric generators
were found to be a better option. More specifically, thermoelectric generators were found to exhibit
power density up to 3.0 kW/cm3 at temperature difference above 600 K. However, its power density
decreases drastically as the temperature difference is decreased. When the temperature difference is
less than 100 ◦ C, pyroelectric generators have better power density than thermoelectric generators,
thermomagnetic generators, and SMA engines. Studying the cost of thermal energy harvesting, it was
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concluded that the $/W for this technology is currently much higher (about $32/watt) than the local
electricity pricing ($4.9/watt). Therefore, cost optimization on all fronts will be required to make these
technologies practical. Some policy recommendations to promote thermal energy harvesting and
waste heat recovery are also discussed.
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